WHY CHOOSE BLUE SKY ENERGY SOLAR BOOST

CHARGE CONTROLLERS

Blue Sky Energy was the leading force in developing Maximum Power Point Tracking
charge controllers in the late 90 s. While we started our business in 1993, we changed
the direction of our company in 1998 to focus on the renewable energy market.
Our customers choose Blue Sky Energy Solar Boost charge controllers because we are
a quality driven, customer oriented company. We currently focus on the small to
medium sized applications and work both with a wholesale distribution channel as well
as direct with OEM applications. We enjoy working with our OEM partners to help them
produce a product that incorporates our Solar Boost MPPT technology into a
specialized brand often with custom modifications just for them.
Our products are versatile and lend themselves to a variety of applications for both
consumer use as well as industrial or commercial. The RV and Marine consumers
select Solar Boost charge controllers because of the reputation we have gained over
the years of providing reliable products with consistent quality at affordable prices. Our
industrial customers choose Solar Boost products because they know the quality is
built in, customer service is outstanding and our products fit their budget when looking
for an MPPT charge controller. Customer service is available 7 days a week. We
understand that waiting until office hours on Monday are not necessarily convenient if
the install is in a remote location on a weekend!
Our next generation technology employs our popular MPPT technology combined with
our high speed digital network in our IPN (Integrated Power Network) based products.
IPN based products in addition to serving as great solar charge controllers, include
dusk to dawn lighting control, load control and additional battery charging. New in 2009
is our SB3024iL DUO-Option solar/wind or hydro control. Add the DUO-Option and
combine both MPPT solar charging and diversion type wind or hydro in one controller,
performing both solar charging and diversion control at the same time. Once again,
Blue Sky Energy brings to the marketplace a popular product with new options to keep
costs down and yet all the proven reliability our customer have come to expect when
choosing Solar Boost charge controllers.
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